F I N A L D E S T I N A T I O N 40 º 74º

The celestial connection

Love vs. money: Barbara Mackey’s gloriously illustrated guide to your horoscope for April
Pisces
Leo
Your romantic nature is the stuff
A new
novels are about. Materialism isn’t
relationship
the driving force in your life.
arrives.
Luxury
items are
essential to
your wellbeing, so
buy the car.

+
Gemini
Your joyful
attitude
adds spice to
relationships,
but a
moratorium is
needed on credit
cards.

Libra
You need
to look at
relationships
realistically, and
extravagance
in spending
should be
avoided.
Start
saving.

Virgo
You feel passion deeply,
so show it. Debt is a fourletter word to you.

Sagittarius
“Don’t fence me
in. I’m just window
shopping.” There’s
always that rainy
day. Be prepared.
Aries
An explosive
relationship
requires a
time-out; and
spending money
recklessly can
be a problem.

+

Aquarius
Dissatisfaction
occurs with
your mate’s
thinking. You’re
generous, but
think about
your security.

Scorpio
Tensions
arise
with
love triangle;
but with
money,
the
sky’s
the
limit.

Taurus
Resist making an uncalled-for jealous
outburst. Start having fun, money
enables your freedom.

Cancer
Give your partner some breathing
room. Even when the till is empty,
you have a reserve.

Capricorn
Your passion for
finances isn’t fulfilling.
A large sum of money
will land in your lap.

+

Psychic Barbara Mackey, a 25-year veteran of TV and radio, is available for private readings. Call (732) 262-7519 or visit barbaramackey.com

The never tiresome “what’s hot, what’s not” list
Destination Bathrooms are the new home getaways ... Ashley
Judd & Cuba Gooding Jr. prove 40 never looked so good ...
MacBook Air 1 – thin is always in ...Giants 2 are real Jersey boys.

Say hello to great rooms, goodbye to living rooms.
... Hanging up on conventional cell phones 3 ...
Jon Corzine 4 – turns out pigs really can fly.
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“I’ve
always had
this feeling
that I’ve
been in the
right place
at the right
time.” JACK FORD
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